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D I S C O N N EC T E D  F R O M  R E

One of the points I’ve been trying to make over the years has been to 

reality in short-term market movements.  

the range of three to five years or more, but short

anything.  That is why it’s important to 

reality.  It’s similarly important not to freak out after large declines nor to get aggressive after 

large rallies. 

 

Keep an open mind about all possibilities.  Maybe

severe correction like in 1987, or maybe it was the opening salvo in a multi

come.  The indices have benefited greatly from just the top 

capitalization in the S&P 500.  They now account for more than 

S&P 500, the most since 1999-2000.  You know how that ended.  

 

As noted in past market letters, there are a number of large players who have outsized 

influence on movements.  Hedge funds, commodity trading advisors, and institut

markets.  Sometimes, a number of them are in sync.  Other times, they have opposing strategies.   

 

Let’s focus on one that has greatly influenced markets the last few months: Commodity 

trading advisors, or CTAs.  They are trend followers.  The

the upside has been breached and turn bearish after some kind of decline goes below a 

predetermined level.  This strategy is also known by other names:  “Buy high and sell low.”  

“Buy when spot gamma turns positive a

 

The last two months present a perfect example of their influence.  Back in March, CTA’s and 

their algorithms started selling when the S&P 500 crossed below 2850 after a peak in January of 

3400.  They kept selling and selling all th

24, after the Federal Reserve said it would guarantee everything, other types of market 

strategies overwhelmed the selling from trend following.  Two weeks ago, negative spot gamma 

flipped to positive spot gamma at a level of 2912 and momentum took over and pushed the 

market close to 3000 as CTA algorithms moved in.   Now the CTAs are back to spot gamma 

negative and doing the negative until the next turn comes.  Within a couple of days of

positive gamma, markets went back down to negative gamma.  

 

Looking at reality, many economic numbers are worse than during the Great Depression: 

Unemployment, GDP decline, etc.  This last quarter was bad and the one ending on June 30 will 

be worse.  The question is not whether we will start recovery at some point.  The question is 

what it will look like.  It’s difficult to imagine that consumer psychology hasn’t been greatly 

affected by COVID-19 and lockdowns.

 

Consumer spending accounts for more

and monetary stimulus can outweigh the negative impacts of lockdowns, etc. on consumer 
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One of the points I’ve been trying to make over the years has been to avoid looking

term market movements.  Connections to reality exist over long time frames, in 

the range of three to five years or more, but short-term market movements don’t imply 

s why it’s important to try not to correlate stock market movements with 

reality.  It’s similarly important not to freak out after large declines nor to get aggressive after 

Keep an open mind about all possibilities.  Maybe the 2020 market decline 

severe correction like in 1987, or maybe it was the opening salvo in a multi-year bear market to 

come.  The indices have benefited greatly from just the top six mega-cap stocks by market 

capitalization in the S&P 500.  They now account for more than 20 percent of the total value of 

2000.  You know how that ended.   

As noted in past market letters, there are a number of large players who have outsized 

influence on movements.  Hedge funds, commodity trading advisors, and institut

markets.  Sometimes, a number of them are in sync.  Other times, they have opposing strategies.   

Let’s focus on one that has greatly influenced markets the last few months: Commodity 

trading advisors, or CTAs.  They are trend followers.  They get bullish after some price level on 

the upside has been breached and turn bearish after some kind of decline goes below a 

predetermined level.  This strategy is also known by other names:  “Buy high and sell low.”  

“Buy when spot gamma turns positive and sell when spot gamma flips negative.”  

The last two months present a perfect example of their influence.  Back in March, CTA’s and 

their algorithms started selling when the S&P 500 crossed below 2850 after a peak in January of 

nd selling all the way down to 2200 on March 23.  Finally, on March 

24, after the Federal Reserve said it would guarantee everything, other types of market 

strategies overwhelmed the selling from trend following.  Two weeks ago, negative spot gamma 

ed to positive spot gamma at a level of 2912 and momentum took over and pushed the 

market close to 3000 as CTA algorithms moved in.   Now the CTAs are back to spot gamma 

negative and doing the negative until the next turn comes.  Within a couple of days of

positive gamma, markets went back down to negative gamma.   

Looking at reality, many economic numbers are worse than during the Great Depression: 

Unemployment, GDP decline, etc.  This last quarter was bad and the one ending on June 30 will 

se.  The question is not whether we will start recovery at some point.  The question is 

what it will look like.  It’s difficult to imagine that consumer psychology hasn’t been greatly 

19 and lockdowns. 

Consumer spending accounts for more than 65 percent of GDP.   If one believes that fiscal 

and monetary stimulus can outweigh the negative impacts of lockdowns, etc. on consumer 
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to correlate stock market movements with 

reality.  It’s similarly important not to freak out after large declines nor to get aggressive after 

 was just a very 

year bear market to 

stocks by market 

cent of the total value of 

As noted in past market letters, there are a number of large players who have outsized 

influence on movements.  Hedge funds, commodity trading advisors, and institutions can move 

markets.  Sometimes, a number of them are in sync.  Other times, they have opposing strategies.    

Let’s focus on one that has greatly influenced markets the last few months: Commodity 

y get bullish after some price level on 

the upside has been breached and turn bearish after some kind of decline goes below a 

predetermined level.  This strategy is also known by other names:  “Buy high and sell low.”  

nd sell when spot gamma flips negative.”   

The last two months present a perfect example of their influence.  Back in March, CTA’s and 

their algorithms started selling when the S&P 500 crossed below 2850 after a peak in January of 

.  Finally, on March 

24, after the Federal Reserve said it would guarantee everything, other types of market 

strategies overwhelmed the selling from trend following.  Two weeks ago, negative spot gamma 

ed to positive spot gamma at a level of 2912 and momentum took over and pushed the 

market close to 3000 as CTA algorithms moved in.   Now the CTAs are back to spot gamma 

negative and doing the negative until the next turn comes.  Within a couple of days of turning 

Looking at reality, many economic numbers are worse than during the Great Depression: 

Unemployment, GDP decline, etc.  This last quarter was bad and the one ending on June 30 will 

se.  The question is not whether we will start recovery at some point.  The question is 

what it will look like.  It’s difficult to imagine that consumer psychology hasn’t been greatly 

percent of GDP.   If one believes that fiscal 

and monetary stimulus can outweigh the negative impacts of lockdowns, etc. on consumer 
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behavior and everything will be back to normal soon, then markets will be much higher by next 

year due to much of the excess money flowing into markets.

 

Our view is to not make extreme bets either way right now.  Large sell

opportunities eventually.  Most stocks, probably greater than 

York Stock Exchange, are still down substantially and

aforementioned six stocks are almost back to their January levels and are carrying the indices.  

A simple solution would be to just buy those 

happened in the year 2000 with regards to the top four stocks

followed by an average 80 percent decline for 

 

Stay well.  We will eventually see more evidence of where our future is heading.
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and everything will be back to normal soon, then markets will be much higher by next 

much of the excess money flowing into markets. 

Our view is to not make extreme bets either way right now.  Large sell-offs present buying 

opportunities eventually.  Most stocks, probably greater than 80 percent of stocks on the New 

, are still down substantially and in their own bear markets.  The 

stocks are almost back to their January levels and are carrying the indices.  

A simple solution would be to just buy those six stocks.  The problem is that the same thing 

with regards to the top four stocks, and it was subsequently 

percent decline for those four stocks into the year 2003.

Stay well.  We will eventually see more evidence of where our future is heading.
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Stay well.  We will eventually see more evidence of where our future is heading. 


